Biography Ladies Decision
Ladies Decision is an ambitious and upbeat all female band from the Netherlands. The band
consists of Renée van Rooij (lead singer), Nadja Geskus (drums & backing vocals), Myriam
Geskus (guitar), Fleur van der Meer (guitar & backing vocals) and Judith Overbosch (bass &
backing vocals).
The name of the band came from an argument one of the previous leadsingers had with a friend.
He argued that women can't make decisions. She replied with, “Of course we can. Mind you, my
band is called Ladies Decision!” The rest of the band never knew about this before, but thought it
was funny enough to keep it as bandname.
Ladies Decision have been together for several years. After some changes of members the band is
completely ready to give some great shows! With a lot of gigs done (Puddingpop, Mazijkpop,
Halfvastenfeesten, Final of the Radio 538 Demoduel, Rotorock, Geinbeat, Bockbierfestival Utrecht
and more) the band’s experience is increasing by the day.
In november 2010 they released their first (mini-)album 'Get Out!'. The seven songs on this record
are their own material, recorded at Starsound Studio's in Utrecht and Baques Studio's in Soest, the
Netherlands. The release party was recorded by local TV-station RTV Eemland. A compilation was
broadcasted numerous of times. This station had followed Ladies Decision before for several
weeks.
The new album 'Not Otherwise Specified' is the first complete album of the band. Thirteen of their
own songs, recorded at Baques Studio in Soest, the Netherlands. On the day of the release party
the album entered the Dutch Album Top 100 and stayed there for weeks.
The band hits the papers regularly and performs live at various (national) radio stations, like 3FM
and radio 538.
Ladies Decision primarily plays their own songs and occasionally performs songs of great artists
they admire. The band is always busy expanding their setlist with songs. Take a look at the website
www.ladiesdecision.nl for the most recent setlist. You can also listen and watch some of our songs
at the website.
See you soon at one of our shows!
Ladies Decision
Renée, Nadja, Myriam, Fleur and Judith

For more information and bookings you can contact our manager, Sebastian de Jong
Mail: info@ladiesdecision.nl
Tel: +31 6 278 745 43
www.ladiesdecision.nl
www.facebook.com/pages/Ladies-Decision/179658848716
www.twitter.com/ladiesdecision

